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lock the: bt)lt, ilnd the pans of tbe firearm in fired a.nd cam 32 cut i~ta the bolt 10, which is dn::umfercntial!v 
uncocked condition; aligned wi.th the cocking arm when i.he bolt is dosed 

( FIG. 4 is a fragmentary cross-sectiomil view in side {compare FIGS. 1 and 3). After firing. raising the bolt 
elevation. with the parts in the same latched and cocked handle to the position of FIG. J causes the: cocking a.rm 
condition as in HG. 1; '.S to ride along the: curved surface of the c.am .32- and 

FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 4, but showing the retracts the firing pin back toward the cocked po~'itimL 
firing pin in a fired position, and the latch mechanism is Then as the bolt is opened and re-dosed by a recipro-
an unlatched position~ and eating movement along its major axis, the lug face 41 

FIG. <i is a view simi.lar to FIGS. 4 and S, but show- engages aga.inst the re-elevated sear face 4-0 and retains 
ing the firing pin in a cocked position, and the latch TO the firing pin in the cocked condition of FIGS. 1 and 4 
mechanism detented ln a disabled position. once more. 

The improved bolt latch mechanism is broadly appl.i- The firearm action thus far described is conventional 
cable to bolt·action fireamis of various designs, but. is in design, and is further ill11s1.r.a1ed and described in the 
shown for purposes of illustration in a bolt-action rifle aforementioned US Pat. Nos. 2,585,195 and 2,514,981. 
of substantially the same type as is shown in more det.ail IS Therefore, no further detailed description of its opern-
in U.S. Pat Nos. 2,585,195 to Walker and 2.514.981 to lion and design is believed necessary. A safety mecha-
Walker et :al. which were assigned ta the owner of the nis.m of any type suitable to such an action may be uti· 
present application, The rifle indude:s a hollow cylin- lized as desired. and the bolt latch of the present inven-
drical bolt 10 which is mounted for rotati.on and longi~ tion is intended to operate entirely independently of the 
tudinal reciprocation in a receiver (not shown), by 20 safety mechanism, As illustrated., the sear 34 is provided 
means or a handle 12 brazed or otherwise ~ured to the with a cam lobe 38 for cooperation with a safety lever 
bolt. The bolt, when closed against the breech or th.e having an eccentric, of tl1e kind disclosed in U.S. Pat. 
rifle barrel. may be locked by means of conventional No. 2,514,981, which is selectively operable to block the 
lugs formed on its forward end (not s.hown). which are sear against movement from the cocked posuion of 
engaged by rotating the hand.le down into the position 25 FIG. l, This is intended merely as an illustrative exam.-
shown in FIGS. 1 .and. 2, or unlocked by raising the pie of various s.afety mechanisms that might by used in 
handle to the pos-ition of FIG. 3. The bolt is shown in its conjunction with the improved bolt la1ch, which will 
dosed longitudinal position wih respect to elements of a now be described. 
fire control mechanism which includes a sear 34 and a The bolt plug 16 is formed with a radially-extending 
trigger 35. With the bolt turned toils unlocked position 30 recess 50, in which a latch lever 51 is pivot.ally sup· 
of F!G. 3, it may be pulled longitudinally to the left to ported on a pin <ill received in a tnmverse hole 58. 111e 
open the action for !oadlng and unloading cartridges, lever 51 has .a tooth 52 at its forward end, wl1ich, ln a 

,( 
and for cocking a firing pin 24. latched position of FIGS. 1 and 4, engages in a locking 

A bolt plug 16 has a threaded extension 18 which notch 62 .at the rear of the bolt 10 and handle 12 to 
eJ1.tends forwardly into threaded engagement with inter- 35 prevent the bolt from being moved from its closed aTid 
nal thread.> 14 formed in the bolt, thus drivingly con· locked position. A plunger 68 is slidably received in a 
necting lhe bolt and bolt plug for joint longitudinal blind hofe 64 in the bolt plug, ;md is urged against a rear 
reciprocation. but permitting the bolt to rotate indepen- face 53 of the lever 51 by a spring 66 to bias the lever in 
dently. The bolt plug is fonned with recessed flats 19 a clockwise direction toward the latched position. 
for sliding engagement with mating surfaces formed on 40 The latch lever 51 i.s formed wid1 a planar <:am sur-
the receiver (not shown), to restrain the bolt plug from face SS which projects into the recess 20 in the latched 
t0tating with the bolt. The boll plug also has a cylindri· position of FIG. 4, into the path of movement of the 
cal recess 20 slidably receiving an enlarged head 26 of outer cylindrical surface of the firing pin head 26 from 
the firing pin 24, and a slot 22 through which a sear· its c.ocked position of FIG. 4 to its fired position ofFtG. 
engaging lug 28 and a cocking arm 30 of the firing pin 45 S. In the latched poshion, the cam surface SS e:uends in 
extend in freely-slid.able but non-rotatable relation. a direction in.dined downwardly in a forward dire<:tion 

In the relative positions of these elements shown in with respect to the longitudinal a..-.:is A of the firing pin 
FIGS. 1 and 4, I.he firing pin 24 is cocked, with an motion. When the trigger 35 ls pulled to release the 
oblique foce 42 of the lug 28 bearing against a mating firing pin, the fof\.Vard!y-moving cylindrical head 26 
face 4-0 of the sear 34. The firing pin is continuously :SO engages the cam surface SS and pivots the lever Sl to 
urged toward a firing position, that is, toward the right the unlatched position shown in FIG. S, ugainst the bias 

' in the drawings, by a conventional firing pln spring of the sprfog-loaded plunger 68. The bolt 10 is now free 
contained within the bolt Tbe sear, pivoted on a pin 36, to turn, and may bl'." un!ocked . .and opened. The surface 
is held in its illustrated angular position by the engage· 55 continues to be inclined downwardly in a forward 
ment betwe:eri a step 39 in the sear and a connector 37 55 direction, for a reason which will ap{>ear. but <it a 
attached to the trigger 35, thereby restraining the firing greatly reduced angle to the bolt axis A. 
pin in its cocked position. To fire the weapon, the trig- Re-cocking of the firing pin 24 frees the cam surface 
ger 1s pulled to move the connector 37 w the position 55 from lhe head 26. This allows tire plunger 68 to 

i 
shown in HG. 3. TI1e angle of the faces 40 and 42 with automatically re·latch the lever Sl in 1.he position of 
respect to the longitudinal aJ1iS of the bolt and firing pin 60 FIG. 4, as the bolt handle is dosed and the locking 
is. such that i.he firing pin spring exerts a downward notch 62 becomes aligned with the tooth 52. 
component of force on the sear I.hat overcomes the In the illustrated embodiment, the re;ir face 53 of the 
upward force exened by a searsp-ring .33, and pivots the latch lever is formed with a detcnt ntJtch 70. which is 
sear counten::!ockw!se to the position shown in f[G, 3, not. reached by the plunge( 68 sliding along the face 53 
permilting the firing pin to be driven forwardly to it~ 65 during the pivotal movements of the !ever hetween the 
fired posicion shown in FIG. 5. la(ched position of FIG, 4 and 1hc unlatched position of 

In the fired condition, the cocking ann 30 of the firing FIG .. 5. However, the !ever m:iy he rocked, by :ippl!t'iflg 
pm e~lends .forwardly into the deepest pan of a cocking finger pressufe lO a pmj.:ciing V ·\O;Jped upper surface 
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